
SamplingSampling  



Sampling conceptsSampling concepts

Population:Population:  
The collection of The collection of all all   
objects  in study.objects  in study.

Element: Element: 
Single member of the population.Single member of the population.
  
Sample:Sample:
A subset of the populationA subset of the population



Sampling conceptsSampling concepts

Sampling frame: All elements of population Sampling frame: All elements of population 
with proper identification available forwith proper identification available for  

selectionselection..

Sampling Unit: Single member of sampleSampling Unit: Single member of sample. . 



Why samplingWhy sampling??

Get information about large populationsGet information about large populations

 Less costs

 Less field time

 More accuracy i.e. Can Do A Better Job of Can Do A Better Job of 

Data CollectionData Collection

 When it’s impossible to study the whole 

population



Target Population:Target Population: 
The population to be studied/ to which the The population to be studied/ to which the 

investigator wants to generalize his resultsinvestigator wants to generalize his results

Sampling schemeSampling scheme
Method of selecting sampling units from sampling Method of selecting sampling units from sampling 

frameframe

Sampling: Process of selection of adequate Sampling: Process of selection of adequate 
sample from population.sample from population.



Sampling in real lifeSampling in real life::

Sample vs census: census is used when  Sample vs census: census is used when  
there is a lot of heterogeneity  and there is a lot of heterogeneity  and 
population size is smallpopulation size is small..



Types of samplingTypes of sampling

 Non-probability samples

 Probability samples



Non probability samplesNon probability samples

 Convenience samples (ease of access)Convenience samples (ease of access)

sample is selected from elements of a population 
that are easily accessible



Non probability samplesNon probability samples

Probability of being chosen is unknown

Cheaper- but unable to generalise
potential for bias



 Snowball sampling (friend of friend….etc.)Snowball sampling (friend of friend….etc.)

 Purposive sampling (judgemental)Purposive sampling (judgemental)

 Quota sampleQuota sample



Probability samplesProbability samples

 Random sampling
 Each subject has a known probability of 

being selected 

 Allows application of statistical sampling 
theory to results to: 
 Generalise 
 Test hypotheses 



Methods used in probability Methods used in probability 
samplessamples

 Simple random samplingSimple random sampling
 Systematic samplingSystematic sampling
 Stratified samplingStratified sampling
 Multi-stage sampling Multi-stage sampling 
 Cluster samplingCluster sampling



Simple random sampling



Sampling fractionSampling fraction

Ratio between sample size and population Ratio between sample size and population 
sizesize

Systematic sampling



Systematic sampling



Cluster samplingCluster sampling

Cluster: a group of sampling units close to each 
other i.e. crowding together in the same area or 
neighborhood



Cluster samplingCluster sampling

Section 4

Section 5

Section 3

Section 2Section 1



 Stratified samplingStratified sampling
 Multi-stage sampling Multi-stage sampling 



Systematic error (or bias) 
     Inaccurate response   (information bias)

Selection bias

Sampling error (random error)
Sample is not representing the population

Errors in sample



Type 1 errorType 1 error

 Type I error, also known as a “false positive”: the error of Type I error, also known as a “false positive”: the error of 
rejecting a null hypothesis when it is actually true. In rejecting a null hypothesis when it is actually true. In 
other words, this is the error of accepting an alternative other words, this is the error of accepting an alternative 
hypothesis hypothesis 

 Known as the Known as the αα (or “type 1 error”) (or “type 1 error”)

 Usually set at 5% (or 0.05)Usually set at 5% (or 0.05)



Type 2 errorType 2 error

 Type II error, also known as a "false Type II error, also known as a "false 
negative": the error of not rejecting a null negative": the error of not rejecting a null 
hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis when the alternative 
hypothesis is the true state of nature.hypothesis is the true state of nature.

 Known as the β (or “type 2 error”)Known as the β (or “type 2 error”)



Sample size
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Problem 1Problem 1

A study is to be performed to determine a A study is to be performed to determine a 
certain parameter in a community. From a certain parameter in a community. From a 
previous study a sd of 46 was  obtained.previous study a sd of 46 was  obtained.

  If a sample error of up to 4 is to be If a sample error of up to 4 is to be 
accepted. How many subjects should be accepted. How many subjects should be 
included in this study at 99% level of included in this study at 99% level of 
confidence? confidence? 



AnswerAnswer
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